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Free SG SG shipping above SGD 100 | All prices included GST Home/ Blackmagic Intensity Shuttle for Thunderbolt Description Specifications Independent connections by component, composite and S-video. Analog video outputs Independent connections by component, composite and S-video. Analog Audio Entries 2 RCA HiFi Audio Channel in 24-bit. 2 RCA HIFi audio channel in
24-bit. HDMI 1 x HDMI connector type A. Hdmi Video Outputs 1 x HDMI type A connector. 8 Channels. Hdmi audio outputs 8 channels. Thunderbolt computer interface™ Media Express, Disk Speed Test, LiveKey, Blackmagic Desktop Video Utility and Blackmagic Driver on Mac OS and Windows. Media Express, Blackmagic Desktop Video Utility and blackmagic driver on Linux.
Firmware integrated into software driver. Loaded at the start of the system or through updater software. 625i50 PAL, 525i59.94 NTSC, 625p50 PAL, 525p59.94 NTSC HD Video Standards 720p50, 720p59.94, 720p601080p23.98, 1080p24, 1080p25, 1080p29.97, 1080p301080i50, 1080i59.94, 1080i60 HDMI Video Sampling 4:2:2 YUV. Standard TV sample speed of 48 kHz and 24
bits. HDMI color space REC 601, REC 709. HDMI Color Precision 10-bit Dual Rate Support HDMI and Analog Component switches between high definition and standard definition. HDMI entry cannot capture from copy protected HDMI sources. Always confirm copyright ownership before capturing or distributing content. Software-based conversion during video playback. HD Up
Conversion standard definition in real time to 1080HD and 720HD during video capture. Final Cut Pro X internal effects. Adobe Premiere Pro CC Mercury Playback Engine Effects. Avid Media Composer internal effects. Hardware based on real time. Mac OS X 10.11 El Capitan, macOS 10.12 Sierra, macOS 10.13 Alta Serra or later. Windows 7, 8.1 and 10, all 64-bit. Linux Powered
by Thunderbolt™ cable. Requires a computer with Thunderbolt™. Power shuttle for thunderbolt™ SD card with software and manual loading... Incredible hdmi quality capture and reproduction! Intensity Shuttle allows you to capture and play in the most incredible HDMI quality and analogue video component in both SD and HD. Break the quality barrier for your video work because
the intensity is not only the highest quality, but also affordable! The intensity has all the video connections you need to connect to video cameras, boxes from above, game consoles, big screen TVs and projectors. The intensity is available in a selection of models with USB 3.0 or Thunderbolt fast lightning™ technology! From 14,350 Higher Quality Video Most consumer video
cameras compress HD video to fit longer recordings on tape and discs. For editing compressed media video should be decoded by each video frame and this puts additional tension on the computer CPU and limits the editing effects in real time. Capturing directly with intensity overlooks the compression of the camera by recording directly from the camera's image sensor, so that
you can use a low-cost consumer camera capture full HD resolution video as a broadcast! USB 3.0 or Thunderbolt™ It's easy to add the amazing quality of Intensity to your laptop, desktop or computer desktop! The intensity is available in different models that connect to computers using USB 3.0 and thunderbolt™ technology with the fastest data transfer speeds. Now you can
capture the highest uncompressed 1080HD video with portable devices that are powered from the computer connection! That's truly portable! Professional Video Standards Intensity Shuttle and Intensity Extreme offer the flexibility of working with compressed and uncompressed video in standard PAL/NTSC definition up to full 1080HD video. You can capture live games, archive
family movies and create amazing videos on full broadcast quality video! Blackmagic Design's Media Express software is included for a complete capture and playback solution without the need for any additional software. Higher quality analogue connections All intensity models have RCA connectors so you can use all kinds of analogue video and audio equipment. Get full
compatibility with analog component, composite and S-Video, in NTSC or PAL and with analogue audio. True HDMI DigitalConnections Intensity has the highest quality HDMI connections that are the global standard for consumer digital video equipment. HDMI connects full quality HD video and digital audio to TV and more. Using popular video files of popular video software are
fully compatible with popular editing and design software, including Apple Final Cut Pro, Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC, Avid Media Composer, Photoshop® CC and After Effects® CC. Record your game! Connect intensity to game consoles for amazing live action game recording! The intensity presents the same high quality electronics as blackmagic design's high-end capture and
reproduction solutions! Now you can capture live game with full quality and complete movement without fallen frames. Archive your games forever in digital file formats that are easy to edit, store and play back. Technical specifications Shuttle intensity is already available with incredibly fast thunderbolt ™ technology. Capture and playback of SD and HD video of the highest quality in
full quality of 10 bits with HDMI connections, analog component, composite and S-Video. Intensity Shuttle's innovative design is compact and portable, you can also connect online with your cables because the input connections are on one side, and output connections on the other! Intense shuttle is powered on the thunderbolt cable™ so you don't need annoying energy supplies.
Intensity Shuttle uses the same high quality electronics as capture and high-end Blackmagic Design. Independent connections for components, composite and s-video. Analog video outputs Independent connections by component, composite and S-video. Analog Audio Entries 2 RCA HiFi Audio Channel in 24-bit. 2 RCA HIFi audio channel in 24-bit. HDMI 1 x HDMI connector hdmi
type A. Hdmi Hdmi Outputs 1 x hdmi connector type A. 8 Channels. Hdmi audio outputs 8 channels. Thunderbolt computer interface™ Media Express, Disk Speed Test, LiveKey, Blackmagic Desktop Video Utility and Blackmagic Driver on Mac OS and Windows. Media Express, Blackmagic Desktop Video Utility and blackmagic driver on Linux. Firmware integrated into software
driver. Loaded at the start of the system or through updater software. 625i50 PAL, 525i59.94 NTSC, 625p50 PAL, 525p59.94 NTSC HD Video Standards 720p50, 720p59.94, 720p601080p23.98, 1080p24, 1080p25, 1080p29.97, 1080p301080i50, 1080i59.94, 1080i60 HDMI Video Sampling 4:2:2 YUV. Standard TV sample speed of 48 kHz and 24 bits. HDMI color space REC 601,
REC 709. HDMI Color Precision 10-bit Dual Rate Support HDMI and Analog Component switches between high definition and standard definition. HDMI entry cannot capture from copy protected HDMI sources. Always confirm copyright ownership before capturing or distributing content. Software-based conversion during video playback. HD Up Conversion standard definition in real
time to 1080HD and 720HD during video capture. Final Cut Pro X internal effects. Adobe Premiere Pro CC Mercury Playback Engine Effects. Avid Media Composer internal effects. Hardware based on real time. Powered by thunderbolt™ cable. Requires a computer with Thunderbolt™. Power shuttle for thunderbolt™ SD card with software and manual limited warranty of 12 months.
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50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 Incredible quality HDMI capture and reproduction! Intensity Shuttle allows you to capture and play in the most incredible HDMI quality and analogue video component in both SD and HD. Break the quality barrier for your video work because the intensity is not only the highest quality, but also affordable! The intensity has all the video
connections you need to connect to video cameras, boxes from above, game consoles, big screen TVs and projectors. The intensity is available in a selection of models with USB 3.0 or Thunderbolt fast lightning™ technology! From 14,350 Higher Quality Video Most consumer video cameras compress HD video to fit longer recordings on tape and discs. For compressed media video
editing you have to be decoded to play each video frame and this puts additional strain on your computer's CPU and limits the editing effects in real time. Capture directly with overlook camera compression by recording directly from the camera's image sensor, so that a low-cost consumer camera can be used to capture full HD resolution video in broadcast quality! USB 3.0 or
Thunderbolt™ It is easy to add the amazing quality of intensity to your desktop or computer work station! The intensity is available in different models that connect to computers using USB 3.0 and thunderbolt™ technology with the fastest data transfer speeds. Now you can capture the highest uncompressed 1080HD video with portable devices that are powered from the computer
connection! That's truly portable! Professional Video Standards Intensity Shuttle and Intensity Extreme offer the flexibility of working with compressed and uncompressed video in standard PAL/NTSC definition up to full 1080HD video. You can capture live games, archive family movies and create amazing videos on full broadcast quality video! Blackmagic Design's Media Express
software is included for a complete capture and playback solution without the need for any additional software. Higher quality analogue connections All intensity models have RCA connectors so you can use all kinds of analogue video and audio equipment. Get full compatibility with analog component, composite and S-Video, in NTSC or PAL and with analogue audio. True HDMI
DigitalConnections Intensity has the highest quality HDMI connections that are the global standard for consumer digital video equipment. HDMI connects full quality HD video and digital audio to TV and more. Using popular video files of popular video software are fully compatible with popular editing and design software, including Apple Final Cut Pro, Adobe® Premiere Pro® CC,
Avid Media Composer, Photoshop® CC and After Effects® CC. Record your game! Connect intensity to game consoles for amazing live action game recording! The intensity presents the same high quality electronics as blackmagic design's high-end capture and reproduction solutions! Now you can capture live game with full quality and complete movement without fallen frames.
Archive your games forever in digital file formats that are easy to edit, store and play back. Technical specifications Shuttle intensity is already available with incredibly fast thunderbolt ™ technology. Capture and playback of SD and HD video of the highest quality in full quality of 10 bits with HDMI connections, analog component, composite and S-Video. Intensity Shuttle's innovative
design is compact and portable, you can also connect online with your cables because the input connections are on one side, and output connections on the other! Intense shuttle is powered on the thunderbolt cable™ so you don't need annoying energy supplies. Intensity Shuttle uses the same high quality electronics as Blackmagic Design's high-end capture and reproduction
solutions. Independent connections for components, composite and s-video. Analog video outputs Independent connections for composite and S-video. Analog Audio Entries 2 RCA HiFi Audio Channel in 24-bit. 2 RCA HIFi audio channel in 24-bit. HDMI 1 x HDMI connector type A. Hdmi Video Outputs 1 x HDMI type A connector. 8 Channels. Hdmi audio outputs 8 channels.
Thunderbolt computer interface™ Media Express, Disk Speed LiveKey, Blackmagic Desktop Video Utility and Blackmagic Driver on Mac OS and Windows. Media Express, Blackmagic Desktop Video Utility and blackmagic driver on Linux. Firmware integrated into software driver. Loaded at the start of the system or through updater software. 625i50 PAL, 525i59.94 NTSC, 625p50
PAL, 525p59.94 NTSC HD Video Standards 720p50, 720p59.94, 720p601080p23.98, 1080p24, 1080p25, 1080p29.97, 1080p301080i50, 1080i59.94, 1080i60 HDMI Video Sampling 4:2:2 YUV. Standard TV sample speed of 48 kHz and 24 bits. HDMI color space REC 601, REC 709. HDMI Color Precision 10-bit Dual Rate Support HDMI and Analog Component switches between
high definition and standard definition. HDMI entry cannot capture from copy protected HDMI sources. Always confirm copyright ownership before capturing or distributing content. Software-based conversion during video playback. HD Up Conversion standard definition in real time to 1080HD and 720HD during video capture. Final Cut Pro X internal effects. Adobe Premiere Pro CC
Mercury Playback Engine Effects. Avid Media Composer internal effects. Hardware based on real time. Powered by thunderbolt™ cable. Requires a computer with Thunderbolt™. Power shuttle for thunderbolt™ SD card with software and manual limited warranty of 12 months. Guarantee.
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